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Dear Club 20 Member,

Club 20's recent publication "Decline of the Aspen" has generated a lot of interest in forest management
throughout Colorado. We think that's good. It makes us all think about our relationship to, and our use of,
public forest lands. The Gunnison and San Miguel County Club 20 Board of Directors Representatives
agree with some points made by the Club 20 Report, including the reality that there is a growing potential
of wildres in Colorado's forests caused by decades of re prevention, and that careful timber harvest can
help minimize forest fuels in ways that reduce re hazard. We also support Club 2O’s observation that the
federal budget process is often a major impediment to sustainable forest management. However, we nd
several main points of the Report to be overly simplistic or scientically unsubstantiated.

A Complex Problem »

The Club 20 publication quotes forester Marion Clawson saying, "timber growth is a rnction of timber
harvest."(9) This implies that forests cannot grow without our assistance, a theory that eons of earth history
has adequately disproven. Forests. are natural systems containing a myriad of interrelationships, which we
are only beginning to understand. Regardless of tree species in question, we nd the notion that "trees
must be cut to grow" to be overly simplistic. .

Economics - -

The Report states that "the Forest Service allocates few resources" to timber management, and calls for
more funding for timber harvests.(l 1) In fact, the largest portion of the current Forest Service budget
($401 million) is for timber sales and vegetative management. (Source: USDA FY 1997 Expenditures).
The Report also asserts that forest management is guided more by "nancially efcient returns to the
government" than by anything else, and implies that if the agency were not so intent on
providing moneys to the federal treasury, it could do a better job of managing forest resources. This
statement is not bome out by the facts. Timber sales have been a net loser on National Forests for many
years. Last year, the Forest Service issued its rst "oicial" admission that it lost money on timber sales

nationally. -

The Report emphasizes the reliance of timber companies and communities on a sustainable ow of forest
products from National Forests. However, federal timber presently contributes a small amount (5-10%) of
the nation's annual wood ber supply. In addition, Forest Service statistics clearly show that recreational
uses of National Forests contribute far more than timber production (74% versus 2.7%). We agree that
many people come to Colorado expressly to view aspen in their fall glory. We disagree
that intensive harvesting of these forests makes economic sense.

‘ v

The Aspen "Crisis"
The Club 20 Report suggests that there is a crisis in aspen forests in westem Colorado. Colorado State

Forester James Hubbard is quoted as stating, "if the U S Forest Service policy remains on its current course,

the State of Colorado will lose most of its famed aspen trees within 40 to 50 years." (14). While we agree
with the fact that many aspens are a seral species subject to sueeessional processes, we also note that recent
research coming from the Forest Service and other professionals indicates that some aspen clones maintain
themselves indenitely. Forest Service research notes that "Climax aspen communities occur throughout
the West", noting that "such stable stands that are able to persist for several centuries without appreciable
change should be considered at least de facto climax, and should be managed as stable vegetation types.”



( FS GTM RM-119, p. 45) Unfortunately, silviculture has not progressed to the stage where foresters can
easily tell the difference between a successional stand and a climax stand We agreethat, due to natural
forest processes, the next 50 years may likely bring a decline in the overall amount of aspen forest in
Colorado. We strongly disagree that immediate, intensive logging will prevent this situation from
occurring, or that a campaign of the kind Club 20 proposes will lead to improved "forest health" in the
aspen forest type. - ' . ' ‘

Forest Health ~ t ~ ‘

It is unclear what is meant by the term "forest health” as used in the Report We agree that forest health is a
concern, but not in aspen. Aspen are actually among Colorado's healthiest forest types. In far worse shape '

are the ponderosa type forests, particularly along the Front Range. Yet the Report states "continuing the
status quo in the West means large portions of Colorado's colorful aspen will continue to decline, resulting
in an unhealthy forest ecosystem” which will be further exacerbated by "the unhealthy presence of disease
and insects throughout the forests" ( 20) ‘ -

There is no scientic research cited in the Report or known to exist which suggests that l) the presence of
insects and disease are by themselves indicators of forest "unhealth", or that 2) intensive logging of aspen
stands will lead to a more "healthy" forest. Indeed, according to Conservation Biologist Michael Soule, a
healthy forest is a diverse ecosystem that contains representation of all potential vegetation types
and their seral stages, has viable populations of top carnivores, rare and sensitive species and is large
enough to accommodate all of the natural disturbances to which a forest is prone. (Soulé 3/2/98)
Intensive logging of aspen as proposed in the Club 20 Report will produce negative impacts to biological
forest health, the most damaging being new road construction, introduction of noxious weeds and increased
soil erosion. These impacts will lead directly to loss of unroaded habitat, reduced or changed recreational
opportunities, eradication of native plants, and decline in water quality. For these reasons, we believe the
Club 20 Report confuses economic health of the community with the biological reality of forests.

Science A

Although the Club 20 Report makes repeated references to its well-founded scientic underpinnings, there
is little in the bibliography to suggest that this is the case. Information used to bolster the Report's
contentions is simply not found in the document. With the exception of one article cited from The Journal
of Forestry, there are no references from a reputable peer-reviewed science journal after 1979. We do not
feel that the authors have provided evidence of knowledge of the scientic literature on aspen ecology. _

Conclusion ' i

We feel that the Report is a good starting point for discussion. The Gunnison and San Miguel County
Board Representatives support local use of forest products in a way that contributes to a diverse economy
and biologically healthy forests. Because we believe that Club 20 must desire the same things, we look
forward to discussing the issue of aspen forest management with these goals in mind. We are concerned
about who funded the Club 20 Aspen Report and whether it is an unbiased scientic report. The Club 20
board of directors and membership must given full nancial accounting of who paid for this publication,
the authors, and a how much it cost. Then all of us would have a better idea of why this study was ever
conceived and how seriously it should believed. I

Sincerely,

Steven C. Schechter s "

Gary Sprung 6; "

Fritz Diether ‘ \ [
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